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ABSTRACT. We consider solutions to the nonlinear eigenvalue problem 

(*) A(x,u)u+Aj(x,u)=O inn, u=O onan, u$O, 
where (*) is a quasilinear strongly coupled second order elliptic system of partial 
differential equations and n ~ Rn is a smooth bounded domain. We obtain lower 
bounds for'\ in the case where f(x,u) has linear growth, and relations between '\,n, 
and esssuplul whenf(x,u) has sub- or superlinear growth. The estimates are based 
on integration by parts and application of certain Sobolev inequalities. We briefly 
discuss extensions tel higher order systems. 

1. Introduction. A classical problem of mathematical physics is to estimate the 
eigenvalues of linear elliptic operators. In recent years considerable attention has 
been given to nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems. Such problems also arise in 
applications, for example in the analysis of steady states for reaction-diffusion 
equations. The object of this paper is to obtain estimates relating the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of nonlinear elliptic problems. In the linear case elliptic operators on 
bounded domains typically have a discrete set of eigenvalues which can be shown to 
satisfy various bounds. Such bounds have been obtained by many investigators, 
notably Faber [11], Krahn [19, 20], Barta [7], Weinberger [38], Payne and Wein-
berger [26], Protter [29-31], Hersch [18], Protter and Weinberger [32] and Fichera 
[12], among many others. There is a close relationship between such estimates and 
isoperimetric inequalities; this is discussed in P6lya and Szego [28], Payne [24] and 
Bandle [6]. In the linear case it is not possible to give direct bounds on eigenfunc-
tions, since any multiple of an eigenfunction is also an eigenfunction for the same 
eigenvalue. In the nonlinear case the situation is different. For the equation du = 
AU P = 0 with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a bounded domain, it was shown by 
Levinson [22] that there can be solutions for all A > 0; furthermore, results of 
Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz [4] imply there may be infinitely many solutions for 
fixed choices of p and A. However, there may be relationships between the eigen-
value A and the size of the eigenfunctions associated with A. Some results in that 
direction have been obtained by Schaefer and Sperb [33], Payne and Stakgold, 
Bandle, and others; see [35]. 

In this article relationships between eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are obtained 
for fairly general second order systems. The method of estimation is based on 
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integration by parts and application of the Sobolev inequalities. It is interesting to 
note that the well-known Faber-Krahn inequality for the first eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian [11, 19, 20] is based on the idea of symmetrization; so is the inequality 
obtained by Talenti [36] for the optimal constant in certain Sobolev inequalities. The 
results are both related to isoperimetric inequalities, which are discussed in [5, 231 24, 
28]. The relationship between the Faber-Krahn and Sobolev inequalities is discussed 
in [23]. Although isoperimetric inequalities are not used directly in this paper, both 
the Faber-Krahn estimate and Talenti's bound for the Sobolev embedding are used, 
so the results are related to the traditional isoperimetric methods for estimating 
eigenvalues. 

The systems considered here mostly have the form 

(l.l ) 

fJ~1 [i'~1 (a:1(x,ii)u~,LJ + i~IN'!3(x,ii)u~, + Ca!3(X,ii)U fJ ] 

+Ar(x,ii) = 0 in Q, a = 1, ... , m, ii = 0 on aQ, ii 01= 0 in Q, 

where ii = (u I, ... , urn) and Q ~ RII is a smooth bounded domain. A brief discussion 
is given of the higher order analog of (1.1). The system (1.1) is strongly coupled, that 
is, there is coupling in the second order terms; it is not, in general, even formally 
selfadjoint. An ellipticity condition is assumed, namely that 

m 11 

( 1.2) " "aa!3l:. a l:.!3 >- a 11:.12 for all x E Q ii E Rm £ E Rmll i....J .i....J IJ li, J Sr :::;;--- 0 ~ " s . 
a.fJ~ I i .j~ I 

A growth condition also is imposed on / = (fl, ... , /m), namely that for some 
constants/o, q > 0, 

(l.3) lu-f(x,u)I~/olull+q forallxEQ,uERm • 

Other conditions are imposed for some results. Existence theorems for equations of 
various forms allowed by (1.1)-(1.3) have been discussed by many authors, including 
Levinson [22], Pohozaev [27], Browder [9], Berger [8], Kramer [21], Ambrosetti and 
Rabinowitz [4], Amann and Crandall [3] and De Figueiredo, Lions and Nussbaum 
[10]. Most of the existence results require additional conditions on (1.1), or sign 
conditions on ii or f, but together they cover many types of problems with the 
general form (1.1). 

The main results of this article are obtained in §3. They fall into three cases, 
depending on the growth of f If n > 2 and the constant q satisfies 1 < q ~ n + 
2/(n - 2), then we obtain lower bounds for esssupliil in terms of IAI and the 
n-volume of Q. (For n = 2, we only need q > 1.) The bounds require either an 
additional coercivity condition on (1.1) (which is satisfied in the case bf!3 == ca !3 == 0) 
or that Q have sufficiently small volume. In fact, all results have that restriction. 
Some similar results have been obtained by Schaefer and Sperb [33] for a single, 
more specialized equation; related work has been done by Payne, Stakgold, Bandle 
and others; see [5, 6, 25] and especially the book by Sperb [35]. Those results 
typically depend on the maximum principle or on other special features of the 
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equation which (1.1), in general, does not have. However, the growth restrictions on / 
may be weaker; see [5 and 35]. For positive solutions upper bounds have been 
obtained by Gidas [14], Gidas and Spruck [16], and De Figueiredo, Lions and 
Nussbaum [10]. Those bounds are based on arguments involving the maximum 
principle and a type of symmetrization developed by Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg [15]. 
In special cases of (l.l) such bounds apply; however, there are no positivity 
assumptions in (l.l) and the system need not satisfy a maximum principle. Upper 
bounds for positive solutions of a single equation in Q r:t. R2 were obtained by 
Turner [37]. 

If q = 1 in (1.3) then the function 1 has linear growth. In that case an estimate 
from below is obtained for 1'\1 in terms of the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on Q. 
The results extend to the case where ,\ is complex, and even to the case where the last 
term of (l.l) is replaced by ,\ar( x,ii) with possibly different constants in each 
equation. Thus, since (1.1) is strongly coupled, some extensions of results due to 
Protter [31] are obtained. 

If 0 ~ q < 1 in (1.3) then upper bounds for esssupliilare obtained in terms of 1,\1. 
Such bounds are not as sharp as those found for q > 1. Similar results have been 
obtained for more specialized equations by Schaefer and Sperb [33]; results with 
more specialized structure for the equation, but weaker or different growth condi-
tions onf, are obtained in [5, 14, 16,37]. 

Similar. results can be obtained in the case of higher order systems; this is 
discussed in §4. 

The methods used here do not always yield especially sharp results; the main new 
feature is that they require no sign or mono tonicity conditions on ii or f, no 
selfadjointness conditions on the left side of (1.1), and do not depend on the 
maximum principle. Thus they apply in considerable generality. 

2. Notation and basic inequalities. Let Q ~ Rn be a bounded domain with smooth 
boundary. The n-volume of Q will be denoted by IQI. In what follows, all integrals 
are taken over Q. The usual Sobolev spaces of functions with k weak derivatives in 
LP are denoted by W k •p; the completion of q"'(Q) in Wk,p by wl'p, The norm in 
Wk,p for a single function is defined in the usual way (see [lor 17]) and denoted by 
IIlIk,p' We also consider vector functions ii: Q ~ Rm for which we define the LP norm 
by 

(2.1 ) [ ] 
lip 

lliillo,p = fliil P dx , 

and then define the Sobolev norms in the usual way, 
We will need various inequalities relating the LP norms of functions and their 

derivatives. We start by discussing a single function, The first inequality is the 
well-known one of Faber and Krahn: if Q is bounded, then, for u E WOI ,2, 
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where !L,(n) > 0 is the first eigenvalue for 

(2.3) 6.u + !LU = 0 on n, U = 0 on an, 
w" = 2w"/2/nr(i) is the n-volume of the unit sphere in Rn , andj(,,_2)j2 is the first 
zero of the Bessel function '<n-2)/2(X). Inequality (2.2) is discussed in [6, 23, 24, 28, 
33] and many other references; it was proved in [11, 19 and 20]. The inequality may 
be obtained via the method of symmetrization. Related methods are also used in 
[36] to obtain results induding the following special case of the Sobolev inequality: if 
n> 2,p = p*(n) = 2n/(n - 2), then for U E Wol.2, 

(2.4) 

where the optimum value (for arbitrary domain) of C(n) is 

I ( r( n) ) 'In 
(2.5) C(n) = -w-'/-2n-'-/2-(-n---2-)-'/-2 r(n/2) 

Inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) are also discussed in [17]. A great deal of work has 
been done on inequalities of types (2.2) and (2.4); for discussion see [6, 23, 24, 28]. 
Inequalities (2.2) and (2.4) give bounds for Ilullo,p when p = 2 and p = p*(n) = 

2n/(n - 2); for other values of p we will need the interpolation inequalities 

(2,6) Ilullo" ~ IluIILllullb:';/ for p ~ q ~ r, l/r = l)/p + (I - l))q 
and 

(2,7) 

In the case 2 ~ p ~ p*( n), we can combine inequalities (2.2), (2.4) and (2.6) to 
obtain 

(2.8) 

where l) = 2(p*(n) - p)jp(p*(n) - 2). Combining (2.2) and (2.7) yields, for I ~ p 
~ 2, 

(2.9) 

Finally, we have the Sobolev embedding theorems (see [1]): 
if u E Wk,p and kp < n, then for p ~ q ~ np/(n - kp), 

(2.10) Ilullo,q ~ Mo(n,n,k,p,q)llullk,p; 
if kp = n, for all finite q ;:. p we have 

(2.11) Ilullo,q ~ M,(n,n,k,q)llullk,p; 
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and if kp > n we have 

(2.12) 

If U E WOk.P then the constants in (2.10)-(2.12) may be taken with no dependence 
on Q. (This independence of Q follows because for U E wl'p we can extend U to Rn 

by taking u = 0 outside Q; that extension isometrically embeds WOk,P(Q) in Wk,P(Rn ), 

and we can then apply the Sobolev embedding theorem in Rn.) We can eliminate the 
restriction q ~ p in (2.10), (2.11) by using (2.7) as long as q ~ 1; however, even if 
u E wl'p, we will then have constants depending on Q. 

So far we have only discussed the case where u is a single function. Similar 
estimates still hold for il= (u l , ... , urn) with minor modifications. Since we will 
ultimately wish to estimate lill, we define Ililllo,p via (2.1). However, (2.8) and (2.9), if 
applied to u, give bounds not on IlilIl6,p' as defined in (2.1); but rather on 
L;~ Illu"116,p' To extend the results to u we require the following inequality: 

rn 
(2.13) lIill16.p ~ m(p-2)/p L Ilu"116.p for p ~ 2. 

a~1 

To obtain (2.13) we note that 

so 

Sincep ~ 2, 

for V" ~ 0, 

so (2.13) follows. 
If 1 ~ P < 2, then the above analysis fails, but since all norms on Rm are 

equivalent, we still have, for some constant B( m), the inequality 
m 

{2.14} Ilill16,p ~ B{m} L Ilu"116,p' 
a~1 

(We can take B(m) = m 3 , but that is probably not optimal.) 
Similarly, (2.10), (2.11) and (2.13) extend to the case m >' 1 with the introduction 

of a factor depending on m in the constant. 
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3. Estimates for second order problems. We consider nontrivial solutions u = 

(u l , ... , urn) E wl2 () LOO of equations of the form 

(3.1 ) 

{J~I [i'~1 (a;'f(x,ii)u~,LJ + itlbrp(x'ii)U~, + Cap(X,ii)UP] 

+Ar(X,ii) = 0 in rl, a = 1, ... , m, ii = 0 on arl, ii"$ 0 in rl, 
where A is a parameter. For the sake of simplicity we state the results for the case 
where ii is real and A is a single real parameter, but most of the results extend with 
minor changes to the case where ii and A may be complex, and/or the term Ar in 
(3.1) is replaced by Aar with a different Aa in each equation. (See the remarks 
following Lemma 1 for further discussion.) 

We require that ii be a solution to (3.1) in the usual weak sense, that is, 
ii E WOI •2 () Loo, and, for test functions v E WI.2, the integral equation obtained by 
taking the scalar product of (3.1) by v and formally integrating the second order 
terms by parts be satisfied. We always assume the coefficients of (3.1) are bounded 
and measurable and Ax, u) = (f1(X, ii), . .. .tm(x, Ii)) is measurable and bounded in 
x E rl for any fixed Ii. We also assume there is a constant ao > 0 such that, for all 
f= an. a = 1, ... , m, i = 1, ... , n in Rrnn, all x E rl, and all iiE Rrn , 

m 11 

(3.2) L L af!(x,ii)~;~f;;;, aol~12. 
a.{J~ I i,J~ I 

Condition (3.2) implies that (3.1) is elliptic. Observe that other than (3.2) we have 
imposed no sign or symmetry conditions on (3.1). 

If the coefficients brP and cap are not all identically zero, we sometimes impose an 
additional condition on the coefficients, namely that there exists a constant a l > 0 
such that for f E Rmn, i/ ERn, and all x E rl, ii E R m, we have 

(3.3) a,~ I [i'~ I a;'f~;~f - itl brpe1ja - cap1ja1jp] ;;;, adfl2. 

If brP == cap == 0 then (3.3) reduces to (3.2). In general, there are simple conditions 
which guarantee (3.3), For example, suppose the matrix cap is negative definite, so 

and 

m 
L CaP 1ja1jp ~ -col~12 for some Co > 0, 

a,{J~ I 

m n 

L L brpe1ja ~ bolflli/I for some constant boo 
a.{J~ I i~ I 

Then the left side of (3.3) is bounded below by aolfl2 - bolflli/I + coli/12, which is 
bounded below by al Clfl 2 + 1i/12) ~ adfl2 for some a l > 0 provided 4aoco > bJ. 
Condition (3.3) may also occur if the matrices brP, cap are zero for a,/3 ;;;, k with 
k < m, and the k X k nonzero blocks satisfy the appropriate definiteness and size 
conditions. 
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The main conditions we impose onftx,u),are growth conditions; if there is no sign 
condition on u ·ftx,u) we require 

(3.4) lu.j(x,u)1 ~folull+q, 

where fo> 0 is a constant and 0 ~ q ~ q*(n), where q*(n) = p*(n) - I = 
(n + 2)/(n - 2), for n > 2, with 0 ~ q < 00 for n = 2. In some cases we can 
replace condition (3.4) with the one-sided bound 

(3.5) u .j(x,U) ~ folull +q 

withfo,q as in (3.4). 
We can now state the fundamental lemmas of the paper. 

LEMMA 1. Suppose u satisfies (3.1) in Q <;;;: Rn , n > 2, with Q bounded. Assume (3.3) 
and (3.4) hold with the constant q in (3.4) satisfying I ~ q ~ (n + 2)/(n - 2). Then u 
satisfies the inequality 

(3.6) I ~ IAlfoailm(P-2)/PC(n)2(I-O)IlI(QrolluIIC2 

~ IAI f a- lm(p-2)/PC(n)2(I-o)(J' wl/n)-20IQI2o/nlluIIP-2 
'" JO I (n-2)/n n o,p , 

where p = q + I ;::. 2, 8 = 2(p*(n) - p)/p(p*(n) - 2) with p*(n) = 2n/(n - 2), 
and the other constants are as in §2. 

PROOF. By our definition of a weak solution to (3.1), u satisfies 

(3.7) j £. [ .. t a't!u~,u~,-,.~_nlbff3u"'u~i-c"'f3u"'uf3l=Aju.j(X'U). 
a,f3~1 I,/~I 

Applying (3.3) and (3.4) yields 
m 

(3.8) a l L jlV'u<>f ~ IAlfoliullb,p 
",~I 

where p ~ I + q. From (2.8) we have 
m 

(3.9) L Ilu"'116,p ~ IAlfoaiIC(n)2(I-O)IlI(Qrollullb,p, 
",~I 

where 8 = 2(p*(n) - p)/p(p*(n) - 2), p*(n) = 2n/(n - 2). Combining (3.9) with 
(2.13) yields 

(3.1O) 

which immediately yields (3.6). (The second inequality in (3.6) is just the Faber-Krahn 
bound for IlI(Q) applied to the first inquality.) 

REMARKS. (1) If u ·ftx,u) ;::. 0 then, by (3.7), A;::' 0, so we may replace (3.4) with 
(3.5) and replace IAI with A in (3.6). In many cases there is special interest in positive 
solutions of (3.1); see [10, 14, 15, 16,22,25,37], among others. If we require u'" ;::. 0 
then (3.5) need only hold under that condition. 

(2) We have assumed u and A are real. If we define u . v = L;:' ~ 1 il'v'" and impose 
certain symmetry conditions on (3.1), then we can extend Lemma I to the complex 
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W d afJ - fJa - afJ f f3 - I . . - I Th (3 2) b case. e nee aij - aij - aji or 0', - , ... , m, t,J - , ... , n. en . e-
comes 

m 

(3.11) " -13 ~ L... aijrj~[ ~aol~12. 
a.f3~ ] 

The symmetry condition on the coefficients aff insures that the left side of (3.11) is 
real. We also require caf3 = cf3a. Suppose bo ~ 0 and Co > 0 are constants such that 

I a.E] it] bff3~fi/al ~ bolfllfl and 
m 

L caf3 i/aTJf3 ~ ~colfI2. 
a.f3~ 1 

Then we can replace (3.3) with the condition 

(3.12) 

The argument is as follows: under (3.12) and the symmetry conditions, 

(3.13) ~ [, £ aff[!~f -£ bff3~fi/a - caf3 i/"'TJ f3 ] 
a.f3~] [.j~] [~] 

~ ~ [, ,£ af/[j~f - Caf3 i/"'TJf3]- bolfllfl 
",.f3~] [.J~] 

a.E 1 [i.E] af/["'e - caf3 i/aTJf3]- bolfllfl 

~ aolfl 2 - bolfllfl + colfl 2 

~ a](lfI 2 + If12) (if bo,co '* 0) 
for some real a] > O. If there are no lower order terms then (3.11) is sufficient. 
Conditions other than (3.12) are also possible. The proof of Lemma I can now be 
duplicated in the.complex case by replacing u'" with fia in (3.7) and using (3.11) or 
(3.13) instead of (3.3) to obtain (3.8). Some care must be taken with (3.9) since we 
have, for ua = va + iwa via (2.4) and (2.13), that 

so 

IIV'uaI16.2 ~ C(n)2(llvaI16.p' + Ilw"'116.p ') ~ c(n)22(p*-2)/p*(f,ua,P·r/p* 

instead of (2.4). Thus if p '* 2, an additional factor, 2(1-8)(p*-2)/p', enters into the 
right side of (3.6). If p = 2 then (3.6) is unchanged. 

(3) We have considered the case of a single parameter A; however, we could also 
consider the analog of the generalized spectrum defined by Protter in [31]. That is, 
we could study the system 

J.l~, (a;'j'ue,L, + ,t,b:'ue, + '"'u,] +I\"/"(x,ii) ~ 0 

with different values of Aa in each equation. 
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If we define i-: = (AI, ... , Am) and use the usual Euclidean norm for i-:, replacing 
(3.4) with the condition lu"f"(x,u)1 0:( ftlul q + I yields 

Ill~1 A" u"f" I 0:( mli-:lftlulq+ I, 

which can be used in lieu of (3.4) in (3.8). Various other definitions of Ii-:I and 
conditions on 1 are also possible. What is necessary is that 

Ill~1 AllU,,/1l1 0:( 1~lf2Iulq+ I for some k 

Using the additional symmetry conditions in Remark (2), we can allow X E em also, 
so Lemma I extends to the generalized spectrum, again with minor changes. 

The case of sub linear growth for lis similar to that of linear or superlinear growth, 
but requires somewhat different estimates. We have 

LEMMA 2. Suppose u satisfies (3.1) in g ~ Rn , n > 2, with g bounded. Assume (3.3) 
and (3.4) hold with 0 0:( q < I. Then u satisfies the inequality 

(3.14) Ilullb~q'~-1 0:( IAlfoaIINI(n,m,g,q) 

for some constant NI(n,m,g,q) > o. 
PROOF. We start with (3.7) as in Lemma I, obtain (3.8) as before, and make 

estimates similar to (3.9) and (3.10), using (2.9) instead of (2.8), and (2.14) instead of 
(2.13). Inequality (3.14) then follows immediately. 

REMARKS. The remarks following Lemma 1 also apply to Lemma 2. From Lemma 
I we immediately obtain the following 

THEOREM 1. Suppose u E WOI.2 Ii Co satisfies (3.1) on g ~ Rn, n > 2, and (3.3) 
and (3.4) hold with 1 < q 0:( (n + 2)/(n - 2). Then 

(3.15) esssuplul?> _ __ _--'-I/L_I'----__ ( 1 ) I I( q - I ) ( 1 ) I I( q ~ I) [a ( g ) 8 jl I( q - I) 

IAI mlgl foC( n )2(1-8) 

?> (~) I/(q-I)( _1_) y (~) I/(q+ 1)[ alw~8Inj?n8_2)/n jl/(q- I) 
IAI Igl m foC( n )2(1-8) 

where y = 281n(q - 1) + I/(q + 1) and the remaining constants are as in Lemma 1. 

PROOF. Rewriting (3.6) as 

II ullg,~~ I ?> a I /L I (g) 8 IIAlfoC( n )2(1-8) m( q- 1)/( q+ I) 

and taking the 1 I( q - I) power of both sides yields 

- >- (~)I/(q-I)(~)I/(q+I)[ al/Ll(g)8j l/(q-l) 
Ilu Ilo,q+ I C/ IAI m ( )2(1-8) foC n 

(3.16) 

Since Ilullo,q+ I 0:( IgII/(q+ I) esssuplul, inequality (3.15) follows from (3.16). 
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REMARKS. Theorem 1 extends to complex u and A and to vectors \ in the 
generalized spectrum with some modifications of the hypotheses and the constants in 
(3.15); see the remarks following Lemma 1. 

In the second line of (3.15), the Faber-Krahn bound for !l1(Q) is used to give 
explicit dependence on IQI. However, there are various other methods of estimating 
!l I (Q) which sometimes give sharper results, so the first inequality may give more 
precise information than the second. Estimates for !l1(Q) are discussed after Theo-
rem 2. 

In the linear case, of course, there is no relation between A and the size of 1171; thus 
Theorem I is a strictly nonlinear result. 

Estimates somewhat similar to (3.15) for a single equation have been obtained by 
Schaefer and Sperb [33] for the equation l1u + AU P = 0; their results are based on 
the maximum principle and thus do not extend to systems of the form (3.1). Other 
related results for a single equation have been obtained via the maximum principle 
by Payne, Schaefer, Sperb and Stakgold; these are discussed in [35]. Those results 
typically require weaker growth conditions on I, but only apply for a single equation 
and often require monotonicity or other conditions on f. Another result with similar 
flavbr was obtained by Bandle [5] for l1u + Ae u = 0; Theorem 1 does not cover that 
case because of the growth conditions. Upper bounds for solutions of a single 
equation corresponding to (3.1) have been obtained by Gidas [14], Gidas and Spruck 
[16] and De Figueiredo, Lions and Nussbaum [10] by methods involving the 
maximum principle and symmetry arguments. For those bounds, growth conditions 
similar to (3.4) with 1 < q ~ (n + 2)/(n - 2) are required. For n = 2, upper 
bounds for a single equation were obtained by Turner [37]. 

The next theorem gives bounds for IAI when I( u) has linear growth. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose u E WOI,2 Ii Loo satisfies (3,1), with (3.3) and (3.4) holding, 
and q = 1 in (3.4). Then 

(3,17) IAI ;;:, al!ll (Q) ;;:, ~ (j(2n_2)/nW~/n), 
10 10 IQI 2/ n 

PROOF. When q = 1, (3.6) reduces immediately to (3.17), 
REMARKS. Theorem 2 remains true without modification when n = 2. 
Theorem 2 is similar to a result of Protter [31, Theorem 1], who considers the 

generalized spectrum and allows complex values for the A''; however, Theorem 2 can 
be extended to that case as is discussed in the remarks following Lemma 1. Theorem 
2 allows coupling in the second order terms and nonlinearity at various places in the 
system; those cases are not considered in [31], but the estimates of [31] are more 
flexible and thus potentially sharper than that of Theorem 2. 

The estimate of !l1(Q) based on the Faber-Krahn bound can be improved in many 
cases. There is an extensive literature on lower bounds for eigenvalues of linear 
elliptic operators. Various methods of obtaining such bounds are discussed in [29, 
30, 18, 26, 38, 12]. 

We now consider the case 0 ~ q < 1 as discussed in Lemma 2. In this case we 
must make various stronger assumptions on (3.1), and the results are not as precise. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose system (3.1) is semilinear (in other words a,!/, bf!3 and ca!3 are 
independent of u) with smooth coefficients (being of class C 2 is sufficient, but weaker 
conditions are possible) and j( x, u) satisfies 
(3.18) O~q<1. 

If u is a classical solution of (3.1), then 
(3.19) suplul ~ ClAII/(I~q), 

where C depends on f" a,!/, bf!3, ca!3, n, m, nand q. 

PROOF. If we define the operator Ap on W 2•p n WOI,p by 

(Apvr= !3~I[i'~I(a'!/(x)vt,tJ + itlbf!3(x)vt,+ca!3(x)vll 0'= l, ... ,m, 

then, by (3.2), Ap is elliptic and satisfies the hypotheses for the a priori estimates of 
[2]. Further, (3.3) implies that the nullspace of Ap is zero if p ~ 2; if P ~ 2 the 
conjugate index, pi, of p satisfies pi ~ p, so, by (2.7), LP' ~ LP, and for Apu = 0 we 
can use u itself as a test function in the equation 

jV.Apu= O. 

Thus, by (3.3), we have flV'ul 2 = 0, which, together with u E WOI,p, implies u = 0 
a.e. Hence for p ~ 2, nullspace Ap = {O}, so we can apply the estimates of [2] to 
obtain 

(3.20) 

(Results of this sort are discussed for a single equation in [13]; see also [34]. The case 
of systems is similar.) 

By Lemma 2, we have 

(3.21) 

Then (3.18) implies 

( ) q/(l+q) ( )q/(l+q) 
(3.22) II.itO',u)llo,l+l/q = jl.iP+ I/ q < jf/+,/qlul,+q 

~ flll u I13,I+q < ClAlq/(I~q). 

Letpo = 1 + Ijq ~ 2; then combining (3.1), (3.20) and (3.22) yields 

(3.23) Il u l1 2,po < IAICpoll.itx,u)lIo,po ~ ClAII+q/('~q) = ClAII/(I~q). 

If 2po > n then (3.23) together with (2.12) yield (3.19) immediately. If 2po < n, then 
by (2.10) we have 

lIullo,npo/(n~2po) ~ ClAII/(I~q). 

Letpl = npo/q(n - 2po); then as in (3.22) and (3.23), 

(3.24) lIf(x,u)llo,p, ~ ClAlq/('~q) 
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and 

(3.25) 

If we define PI+I = np/q(n - 2PI)' then, proceeding as above, we have by induc-
tion, 

(3.26) 

Also, Po> 2, and if PI> 2, PI+ 1 > np/q(n - 2) > [n/(n - 2)]Pt- Since n/(n - 2) 
> 1, it follows that PI> [n/(n - 2)]lpO' so by iteration we eventually obtain 
2PI> n. Now (2.12) can be applied to (3.26) to yield (3.19). (Since we are working 
with a system, the constants depend on m. See the remarks at the end of §2.) 

REMARKS. The estimate in (3.19) is rough; it primarily gives an a priori bound in 
terms of IAI. In specific cases it may be possible to refine the method to give more 
precise results. In [33] much more precise estimates based on the maximum principle 
are obtained for Au + AU P = 0; however, (3.1) may not satisfy a maximum princi-
ple, and no mono tonicity conditions are required in Theorem 3. 

As noted in the remarks following Theorem 2, that theorem holds with no changes 
for n = 2. Theorem 3 does also; in fact, for n = 2, W 2,1 + I/q embeds in CO(~), so we 
can use (2.12) instead of (2.10), and iteration past (3.23) is unnecessary. Theorem I 
can be extended to the case n = 2, but it requires certain modifications. The constant 
C(n) in (3.16) must be replaced by a constant depending on q, and certain other 
changes are necessary in the estimates; on the other hand, any q > I may be used in 
(3.4). 

We have 

THEOREM 4. Suppose U E Wo1.2 n L 00 satisfies (3.1), with (3.3) and (3.4) satisfied, 
q > 1, and n = 2. Then 

(3.27) esssup!it! ~ (1/!AI),/(q-I)(I/ml~I),/(q+ I) 

. [a'!1-,(~)/foM(p)2(1 + !1-1(~))]'/(q-I), 
where M( p) is the constant in (2.11 )for the embedding of Wo1.2 in L P, P = q + 1. 

(Since we consider only it E Wol.2, we can choose M( p) independently of ~; see 
the discussion after (2.11).) 

PROOF. As in Lemma I, we have 
m 

(3.8) a l L j!'V ua !2 ~ IAlfollullg,p 
a~l 

where P = 1 + q. From (2.2) for T E [0, I] we have 
m m 

(3.28) L jl'Vua!2 ~ L (I - T) j!'Vua!2 + !1-1(~)T j!Ua!2. 
a~1 a~1 

Choosing T = 1/(1 + !1-1(~»' so that !1-1(~)T = I - T, yields 

(3 29) ;,! al2 !1-1 (~) ;, II al12 
. /::1 'Vu ~ I + !1-1(~) a7:1 u 1,2' 
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By (2.11) and the remarks following, Iluallo.p ~ M(p)llualll,2 for some constant 
M( p); applying (2.13) and (3.28) yields from (3.8) 

(3.30) [tLl(Q)/(l + tLl(Q))]lIuIl6.p ~ 1;\lfoa;-IM(p)2 m(P-2)/Pllullb,p' 

Inequality (3.27) follows immediately from (3.30) as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
REMARKS. The discussion following Lemma 1 also applies to Theorem 4. 
Thus far we have imposed the coercivity condition (3.3), but our results remain 

true under condition (3.2) alone if IQI is sufficiently small. Since we assume b~{3 and 
ca{3 are bounded, there are constants b l , c i such that 

1

m I 
and L capT/aT/PI ~ cdT/12. 

a,f3~ I 

Thus, for any e > 0, we have, by (3.2), 

(3.31) I J.l~, affujuf - ,t, br'u"uf - C"'U"U'l 

" 1["0 "~, I '1u"I' - b, U::, l'1u"I' t' liil - C,IUI'l 

( eb I ) f ;. a 2 ( b I ) f ~ 2 > aO - T a'-:::II \7u I - 2e + CI IU I . 

But by (2,2), 

Thus we have 

(3.32) 

For any eo with 0 < eo < ao we can choose e = 2eo/b l and then require IQI to be 
small enough that the constant on the right side of (3.32) is positive. In that case we 
can use (3.32) to obtain estimates analogous to (3.8). Thus we have 

THEOREM 5. The results of this section remain true under (3.2) instead of (3.3) if a l is 
replaced by the constant 

( IQI2/n ) ( bT ) a2 (Q,eO) = ao - eo -'2 2 ~ + c1 ' 
J(n-)/nWn 0 

where ao > eo > 0 and IQI is small enough to make a2(Q,eO) > O. In particular, for 
any e > 0 we can choose eo = e/2 and then find a value Vee) > 0 such that for 
IQI < Vee), a2 (Q,e) > ao - e. 
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REMARKS. Theorem 5 extends to complex "A and to the generalized spectrum for 
(3.1) under the same type of additional assumptions and modifications needed for 
the other results of this section; see the remarks following Lemma 1. A result 
analogous to that obtained by applying Theorem 5 to Theorem 2 for the generalized 
spectrum was proved by Protter [31, Theorem 2] in the case of a linear system with 
no coupling in the second order terms. 

4. Higher order problems. In this section we give a brief discussion of how the 
results of the previous section extend to elliptic systems of order 2k, k > 1. For 
simplicity we consider the system 

m 

(4.1) L L (a~~(x,u)u~"L, + cafJ(x,u)ufJ = "Ar(x,u), 
f3~' 1(T1~ITI~k 

where (J, T are multi-indices. We require that u E Wt2 n L 00, which imposes the 
usual form of Dirichlet boundary conditions for weak solutions on U, and that all 
coefficients of (4.1) are bounded and measurable. Analogous to (3.2) and (3.3) we 
reqUire 

(4.2) f [ L a~~~~~~ + (_I)kcaf31ja1jf3] ~ a o(lfl 2 + 11]1 2 ) 
a,f3~' 1(T1~ITI~k 

for all x E Q, u E Rm , ~ E RmC(n,k) and 1j E Rm , where 

C{n,k) = (n + k - 1)!jk!{n - I)!. 

We also need the following inequality, which is a consequence of Theorem 4.13 of 
[1]: 

11V11%,2 ~ M 3 {n,k)[ L IlVx"II~,2 + 11V11~'2]' 
1(TI~k 

(4.3) 

Condition (3.4) on fix, u) will be imposed as before. Analogous to the proofs of 
Lemmas 1 and 2, we have 

(4.4) j f [ L a~~u~"u~, + (_I)kcafJuauf3] ~ 1"AlfojiUl,+q, 
a,f3~' I(TI~ITI~A 

which leads, via (4.2) and (4.3), to 

(4.5) Ilull%,2 ~ 1"Alao'M3(n,k)llullb',p 

where p = 1 + q. Note that (4.3) allows us to handle terms of order greater than 
zero but less than 2k in (4.1) if their coefficients are sufficiently small compared to ao 
or satisfy the appropriate sign conditions. The details are omitted in the interest of 
brevity. 

From (4.5) we proceed as in §3, with the details depending on nand p. If 
2 < 2k < nand 2 ~ P ~ 2nj(n - 2k), or if 2k = n andp ~ 2, we can apply (2.10) 
or (2.11) (with constant independent of Q; see the comments following (2.12» and 
(2.13) to obtain 

m 
(4.6) Ilull~,p ~ m(p-2)/2 L Iluall~,p ~ 1"Alm(p-2)/2ao 'foM4 (n,k,p )llullb'.p 

a~' 
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or 

(4.7) 

If p > 2 then, as in Theorem 1, 

( 1 )' / q - , ( 1 ) ,/( q + ') [ a ] '/ q - , 

(4.8) esssuplU'1 ~ ~ mlQI i,M4 (:,k,p) 

If p = 2 we get, as in Theorem 2, a lower bound for IAI. (The estimate is crude; it 
could be sharpened by obtaining estimates for the first eigenvalue of 

LUx'. + p,u = 0 
l"l=k 

and using them instead of the Sobolev inequality to obtain (4.6) from (4.4). Also, 
with such an approach (4.2) could be weakened by replacing the right side with 
aol~F.) The case p = 2 can be handled in much the same way independently of n; if 
p > 2 and n < 2k we can make the following estimate using (2.12) and the 
comments preceding (2.14): 

(4.9) suplU'1 2 ~ IAlao'/oM5(m,n,k) (suplU'I)PIQI. 

Inequality (4.9) then yields results analogous to (4.8). 
If 1 ~ p < 2 we proceed as in Lemma 2 and Theorem 3. For 2k ~ n we have, in 

lieu of (4.6), 

(4.10) 

or 

Inequality (4.10) is analogous to (3.14) and can be used in the same way to obtain a 
result similar to Theorem 3. As in Theorem 3 we must assume the coefficients of 
(4.1) are smooth and independent of U'. 

If 2k > n then we can use (2.12) and the arguments justifying (2.14) to im-
mediately obtain 

(4.11 ) 

or 

Thus the methods of §3 also apply with minor modifications to the case of higher 
order systems. 
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